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A Wunderkammer to celebrate the mind and spirit between Craftmanship and Modern Art 

 

A.I., Artisanal Intelligence, is a platform created to unite Art, Craftmanship and Fashion in the name of 

Made in Italy. The new realities of Italian Craftmanship promoted by Altaroma combine to create an 

archive that will be continually updated. With an itinerary that will unfold among galleries, places of 

art and fashion houses, the city will unveil its strength with manual skills. 

 

Genius and promiscuous Rome, where thought and study move at the same pace as dreams, the 

relationship with the Church, the respect for traditions and the continuous transgression of the rules. 

In this edition, A.I. tells of how impossible it is to differentiate the creativity that this city has inspired, 

as though parts of a Fellinian film, artists and fashionmakers capable above all of evoking subconscious 

worlds, but with solid cultural archetypes. 

The Fashion that is born in Rome is the daughter of the performance and the spectacle, and has always 

been closer to the cinema than the catwalk: a Neocouture of unique pieces, bespoke works of art, 

inspired by the millennial culture, from the palaces and the churches and the sound of the fountains. 

Roma Caput Divina celebrates this new creativity, which is expressed better in Rome than in other, 

more structured but less liberal places.  A.I.Fair and A.I. Gallery unite with two spaces that will exhibit 

a selection of Artists and e FashionMakers that have elaborated on the same concept: a sort of 

Company of Knights that have gathered to open up new ways to solve the crisis. 

Fashion Collections and contemporary accessories, created by young people capable to express a 

search for content and materials, mixed with the work of artists that create images and products: the 

ability to demonstrate the power of the breaking down the walls of creative confinement. Be they 

masks or hats, surgical strips or turbans, all with the seduction of Rome behind them. 

 

Palazzo Altemps and Bibliotheca Angelica represent the cultured container of the head and the mind, 

the first as a symbol of baroque collecting and the second as the first library open to the public in 1600. 

The Statues and the antique texts will greet the chosen work and flank it, supporting the new with their 

own deep roots. 

 

Milena Altini. True art, where creativity is the result of artisan and fashion design experience. Her 

work includes sculptures, installations, videos and unique items, uses leather in its entirety. Uses 

natural dyes, a distinctive sign of the visible identity of her work are bent nails, hardened and polished. 

 

Mustafà Sabbagh. The evolution of the image and the representation of the unclothed. Figures, nudes, 

fetish clothing of every material to celebrate the true nakedness. Born in Amman in Jordan, studied 



Architecture in Italy and learned as a photographer under Avedon. Among the 100 most important nude 

photographers in the world. 

 

Naomi Goodsir. Australian living in Cannes that has for years created accessories for l'haute-couture, 

her dreamlike world is made of unique hats and bags made by hand with picked materials and 

exceptional leather. After meeting Renaud Coutadier, conceives the idea of perfume as an invisible but 

fundamental expression of the accessory. 

 

Simone Valsecchi. To call him a stylist would be reductive, has collaborated with figures of the film 

and fashion world such as Peter Greenway, Ronconi, Ferré e J.P.Gaultier to create surreal costumes and 

accessories. Is capable of reinventing masks and hats out of unique materials, breaking down borders 

between art and craftsmanship. 

 

Davide Dormino: Artist, sculptor who is particularly close to the world of fashion as a parallel word to 

modern art. Works with every material but prefers using iron with which he “writes” his work. 

 

Renata del Vecchio presents a video, his name belongs in the categroy of inventor but studied as an 

architect. Thanks to her culture, is capable of transferring her search for images into the concept for a 

story. 

 

Ludovica Amati is an extraordianry fashion deisned that uses fashion to communicate her message. 

Belongs among the creative philosophers capable of designing a theory in a collection: every collection 

becomes an experience of knowing, of growing, of refined culture but always dictated by her female 

image.  

Concerned with interior beauty, that inevitably prevails over standard work. Here presents part of her 

collection and the fashion film “Celestial”. 

 

AVA Catherside born out of the meeting between Anna Gloria Flores and Veronica Todisco, two 

creative Italians based in London, with the idea to create unisex items of clothing in which the 

traditions of the tailor and the performance of high technology coexist. Every item is cut by hand in a 

symmetrical and clean manner, looking to emphasize geometric forms and essential lines. Every piece 

is realized with a monochrome palette and flesh colour. Iconic pieces and elegant, sophisticated, 

“clerical” concepts, breaking the very idea of clothing in their very structure and redefining it 

altogether. 

 

Flapper, born out of the research of Geneviev Xhaen, on the hat, and in particular the turban, as a 

symbolic object of female freedom. The flappers, from Zelda Fitzgerald to Louise Brooks, to Dorothy 

Parker to Lee Miller, were the pre-revolution and pro-feminist symbols of the 20s. From that world and 

that freedom of thought, this collection of accessories is inspired, that puts together materials like 

nylon, jersey, cashmere, in vintage and retro forms, reliving the atmosphere of a time long ago 

NADIAMARI is a Roman brand that works in the research of textieles and printing. Every item is 

unique and is born out of a meticulous work of assembly and combination of material and vintage 

foulard. The central element of the collection is the colour and the printing, in their infinite 

combinations and shades. Geometric shapes and cuts, only rendered soft and fluid from the silk, which 

is the only material used. Items for a woman who loves to wear something absolutely unique and 

unrepeatable.  

DoM. An emerging brand in the handmade luxury sector, born from the integration of the expert 

knowledge of three professionals of luxury fashion. Concerned with the concept of identity, they have 

created a product of high level aesthetics, originality, durable beauty and extraordinary quality, 



distinctive characteristics of the Made in Italy brand. Do; is a luxury product made entirely by hand by 

experts, with mateirlas of a high quality. The DoM brand is synonymous with the hummingbird, an 

extraordinary creature of tiny dimensions and small resources that knows how to gather and taste the 

beauty and harmony of nature, just as DoM knows how to interpret the love and passion of 

craftsmanship, the idea of beauty and the well-made. 

 

Shooting bag by Alessandro Di Cola. A young artist who studied at the Accademia di Belle Arti in 

Rome, works with the bag, the accessory, as an artistic but functional object. His distance from fashion 

allows him to find new roads, experimenting with aluminum as a sewing material. 

 

Paola Balzano: Studied at the Accademia di Costume e di Moda in Rome, and after a period in Italy 

transferred to London to perfect her trade at the Saint Martin Central School. Her fashion is the result 

of a mix of cultures seen and experienced, culminating in this collection that presents a return to the 

image of nature as the only certainty, particularly the design of textures and textiles. 

 

Soul Skin by Francesco Ferrari presents male pieces made according to his avant-garde spirit that 

looks, with its rigorous style, for sartorial solutions and new ways to wrap the human anatomy. The 

geometric structure and cuts are a theme that runs throughout the collection, rendered by the materials 

and the black and white tones, without overlooking the lightened and treated leather. 

 

Mavì-Taten by Vittoria Formuso. Behind every collection is a story tied to a feeling, a moment, an 

emotion that inspired it and an attention to the materials and research of amounts and cuts. A cultured 

collection where elegance is found in the sobriety and the spirit of the woman that chooses it. 

International but completely made in Puglia. 

 

“Celestial”  the fashion film that presents the collection A/W 2013-141 by  Ludovica Amati, 

previewed at  Altaroma. Beauty celebrated through ritual: Celestial , a fashion film that is like a cure. 

Cure like a dream dreamt by day, transported to a place of harmony, where all is the result of love 

“without gain”, of the ancient knowledge that is capable of stopping time with a song. Directed by 

Silvia Morani, written by Ludovica Amati, inspired by Amit Segev, actress and singer Mouji, celestial 

performers Gala and Liana, director of photography Gigi Martinucci AIC, music by Dodo Fiori, songs 

by Chandra Lacombe, sound by Soundwalk Collective. 

 

“Roma Caput Divina and the aesthetics of poison” a video by Renata del Medico and Letizia 

Colella. 

 

Every colonisation begins through aesthetics, and the Romans have been masters in this since the 

foundation of their town. The initial square furrow cut by Romolus (pomerium) is the distinctive mark 

of the supremacy of Roman aesthetics over the rest of the world. Mark that is still visible on the maps 

of most of the towns we visit nowadays. The same roman essence is also expressed through language 

and endearing hexametric music. A fundamental background that affirms itself through a cadenced 

rhythm. 

The initial furrow that enhances and simplifies Mount Olympus. Hestia (inside) Hermes (outside, a god 

that comes and goes). 

Hestia is the central nucleus, an eternal inner fire,feminine and lacking of the body. Each matron refers 

to her for her beauty; she virtuously knows how to use the power of poison and tinture. Amongst those 

the Lawsonia inermis henna, used to give a reddish coloration to hair, skin and nails,  becoming an 

effective tool of seduction. Increasing the charm and the beauty of the divine feminine mystery. But it 

was poison. The time of poison is the same of the  time of paralysis. 



  

The paralysed image during its journey around the world returns, contaminated, but ready for a new 

departure, according to a European phenotype that today imposes itself from the east to the west, from 

north to south. Some poisons commonly used by the Romans were also adopted by different 

populations, for example the "pila mattiaca", coming from Mattium (Germany), to lighten hair.  The 

Romans adopted it and acquired it, to later propose it as their own invention. And so it happened that 

the Romans, through the verb to have (habeo) imposed habits, outfits, homes and built up areas, 

according to an aesthetic form that enters the power of poison, makes it their own, and applies it to the 

rest of the world. 

  

“Serpone di Paolo e Ruggiero Serpone” Pope Francesco's stylists, a workshop specialised in sacred 

furniture, historical supplier of the Sacrestia Pontificia, with ten generations of experience, starting in 

1820. Everything is made in Naples, more precisely   by over thirty artisans employed by "Serpone & 

Company".  A specialised job, almost entirely handmade. All the artisans are qualified in the field as 

sometimes one simple embroidery can take up to six months. 

 

The inspiration that has helped to conceive Roma Divina and Papalina is dedicated to the work of a 

young graduate of the IED, Judita Daujotaité and her thesis “The Bride of Fellini”, and the photography 

of Edoardo Cicconi. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For info: 

Altaroma 

 Consuelo Aranyi 

ufficiostampa@altaroma.it  

06/6781313 

 


